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be useful Euphuism ceiumlv did tend to break up the involved
would-be Ciceronian periods of the erudite, and the ihapsodizing,
scaii-poetic diction mhei ited from the romanceis. In making piose-
wnting an art, obedient to as main comentions and structural
obligations as were imposed on \eise, Lyly made an expeiiment
which was instructive to uuteis who aimed at nothing so artificial
His sentences weie ttue sentences, and not paiagiaphs clumsily knit
into lengths of meandeiing discourse that came to a halt when
nothing more could be hitched on. Such sttuctural punctilio, though
so much cyveiJone, was a wholesome leaction against the pievail-
ing formlessness. Affected and unnatuial as it was, euphuism came
nearer than much of the current hreiaiy piose to the direct, pithy
and ncuous Lm^uay/ of spiimd annexation.
Summaty Euphues was, in sum, the fiist Knglibh work not composed in verse
of the in which characters, actions and sentiments—sentiments above all—
effects of wcre set forth with the internal unity of a definite attitude of mind
^   J?TJim
r " an^ tone °f frc^ng> and with the external unity of a consistent and
the novel well-wrought style. Lyly aimed at the cohei ence of a work of ait j
and such a style—whether the paiticular one adopted were the right
or the wrong one is another question—was essential to that aim. He
was not successful in presenting character; his actions and incidents
are not of absorbing interest; the analysis of sentiments—a novelty
at the time—docs not go veiy deep. Nevei thelcss, the effort was in
itself an event in literary history, and could not be entirely without
consequences. This is Lyly's claim to importance in the annals of
fiction ; not that Evphues was the fiist novel addressed to women,
nor that it inaugurated the literature of the drawing-room. Women
had long been the chief readers of romances. This particular form
of diawing-roorn hteratuie was speedily superseded by one of a
different stamp, which in turn was ousted by a newer fashion. Its
importance, in short, is much the same as that of Sidney's Arcadia,
which falls next for consideration. Heic, again, is a book aiming at
artistic coherence of matter and style, and achieving its aim in equal
measure; and a book as influential as Lyly's, if not more so, on
books to follow.

